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In the perfect world people
will never grow up at heart
- they will stay kids forever.
�e creative type who love
to play, laugh and always
see the glass half full. I love
bright colours, magic and
rainbows, so naturally
unicorns are my favourite
animals (a close second to
dogs!). My sister in law
gifted me a couch cushion
that said "Always be
yourself, unless you can be
a unicorn. �en always be a
unicorn". �is popular
saying quickly became my
favourite, and I try to live
by it. It seems appropriate
that I wanted to create my
own unicorn cross stitch
pattern! �e colours
provided are the ones I
used for the samples, but it
is 100% customizable :)

�is is suitable for any
occasion; it can be included
as a detail in a bigger
pattern but it also works
well as a stand-alone. I plan
to incorporate this pattern
in a few family gifts – I have
baby nieces who will go
bananas over the unicorn!!
I’ll keep the STC updated on
my progress :)
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DISCOVER MORE JOY
As a member of the Stitch People Club, you'll 

have a lot to look forward to. Join us to gain 
access to a range of exclusive perks that will 
take your stitching to a new level.

JOIN THE SP CLUB!

Connect with fellow stitchers and work 
on your latest projects while enjoying 
your favorite bevvies and snacks!

MONTHLY-SIP-N-STITCH

FREE PATTERN
Receive a unique pattern each month, 
exclusive to club members, that you can 
stitch for yourself or a loved one.

BEHIND THE SCENES
If you're on Instagram you'll be added to Stitch 
People's "Close Friends" list to see exclusive, 
behind-the-scenes Stitch People stories. You 
can also opt into the Stitch People Club text 
message updates!

MONTHLY CLASS
Enjoy a 90-minute class each month to help 
re�ne your skills and learn new techniques!

DISCOUNT
Members of the Stitch People Club enjoy a 
perpetual 15% shop discount at 
stitchpeople.com you can use to stock up 
on all the materials and supplies you need 
to bring your portraits to life.

GIVE IT A TRY! 
Join now and receive 50% off  your �rst 
two months of membership using the code 
half2months at checkout!

EXAMPLES STITCHED BY ARKA C
O

TA

15%
OFF


